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1. Introduction
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Brightstar simplifies the wireless world, making mobile technology
to everyone.
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of and accessory wholesaling,devices
and accessories
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management, mobile device insurance and buyback, retail solutions
and financial services.
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This document, which has been approved by the Brightstar
EMEA
leadership
(“leadership
team”), lifecycle
details the approach
the
Brightstar
entities (“the Group”) in dealing with tax risks, its attitude towards tax planning and its relationship with HMRC. It is
Founded
inUK
1997
from the moment it’s manufactured to the moment it’s time to trade
effective for the period to 31 December 2017 and shall remain in effect until any amendments are authorised by the leadership team.
by Marcelo
Claure
it in and re-market it - putting us at the heart of the wireless ecosystem.

2. Approach to tax risk management
Approximately
We serve 50,000+ carrier, retail and enterprise customers across
8,000
employees
The key business objectives of the group are to: 100 countries, touching over 100,000 points of sale. We operate
at every stage of the device lifecycle providing integrated services that
Serves 50,000+
•
strengthen the existing business;
seamlessly
link
with ourand
customers’ businesses. We help companies
•
growand
the business geographically, organically
and via
acquisitions;
carrier, retailers
•
extend the range of services offerings transform
available. their business models and get closer to their customers
enterprise customers
by helping them provide a complete end-to-end service.
As part of the leadership team’s review of projects to further these objectives, the tax risks, as applicable, are concurrently assessed.
Delivers
products
Thesewireless
tax risks are
reviewed by the Tax Department, the UK and Global teams as appropriate, and if there is tax uncertainty advice
may be taken
and services
in from
100third parties to provide clarity and support the business decision making process.
Carriers
countries
withthea leadership
Local team consider tax risk as an intrinsic part of the business review process.
In summary,
Airtel, America Movil, Boost Mobile, Claro, EE, Entel, Etisalat, Maxis,
presence in 50 countries
3. Attitude to tax planning Millicom, MTN, Ooredoo, SoftBank Corp., Sprint, Telefónica, Telenor,
Has the largest device
Telia, Telstra, TELUS, TIM, Taiwan Mobile, Vodafone, and many more…
The
Group
focuses
primarily
on
tax
compliance
rather
than tax planning, however, where appropriate tax planning to minimise cash
leasing program in the
tax payable may be undertaken. Such planning will be commercial and have economic substance but will not be artificial or deemed
world,
tracking
5 million
to be
aggressive.
The opportunity for further tax savings is balanced by, inter alia, the desire to have minimal open tax issues and to
Retailers
maintain
an
open
and
cooperative relationship with HMRC.
at any one time
Amazon, Americanas, Apple, Argos, B2W Group, Best Buy, Casas
All Brightstar staff are obliged to act in accordance with the Brightstar Code of Ethics and Conduct
Manages over
Bahia, Coppel, Costco, Dollar General, Elektra, Fallabela, iPlace, Kmart,
(https://www.brightstar.com/ethics-and-compliance/).
$2bn of assets
Media Markt, Meijer, Mobile Now, Rogers, Sainsbury’s, Sam’s Club,
4. Level
tax risks acceptedTarget, Tesco, Walmart and many more…
Processes
15mof
Buy
BackBrightstar
devices,
generating
is a large
business with many opportunities that generate tax risks in the form of increased compliance requirements and
occasionally
uncertainty
These tax risks are proactively evaluated and managed by the business
Enterprise
billions of $ in value in the application of tax law.
managers, the Tax Department, external advisors as necessary and the leadership team in accordance with the Group’s tax risk
appetite and its Code of Conduct.

Touches over 100,000
points of sale

5. Working with HMRC

many more…

Global
Headquarters
The Group
purposefully adopts an open and cooperative relationship with HMRC and does not participate in aggressive tax avoidance
schemes.
It
Miami, Floridaplaces significant value on the relationship with HMRC and consequently ensures that its tax returns are clear and
transparent, it has regular meetings with HMRC regarding its affairs and where, after seeking external advice, there remains
uncertainty in the application of tax law to its new business ventures/services offerings it proactively raises these with HMRC to
agree the correct tax treatment.

